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Red Wine :)
I am a fan of red wine and have done some 
research on this; turns out it is quite different in 
our body than distilled alcohols and even beer.  
This is good news, however we do have to 
know our winemakers  . . . just like we need to 
know our farmers!  Many wines have added 
sugar, additives, yeasts, pesticides and 
herbicides.  

Good news!  I found a company that does this 
research into the winemakers — Dry Farm 
Wines. I am going to sign up for their service 
when I get back to PA (shipping to Maui is quite expensive). 

Here is a link for you to check them out — If you try an order you get an extra bottle for 
1 penny:
https://www.dryfarmwines.com/befityoga 

Here is some research  I did a year ago on the difference between fermented and 
distilled alcohol … realizing red wine and jack daniels behave very differently in the 
body.

Much of the research done on alcohol was done in a petri dish by taking pure alcohol and mixing it 
with brain cells or other human materials to see what would happen (and of course the brain cells 
died).  While this type of science may give us some insight as to what can happen; it rarely mimics 
what really happens in the body.  Lifestyle, genes, gut micro-biome, and how well we digest are just a 
few of the factors that change what happens when a substance is inside our body vs. in a petri dish.   
And whole foods provide other enzymes to help us digest (burn up) what is toxic, or the whole food 
provides buffers to absorb the toxic components and escort it out of our body.  While a petri dish 
experiment may prove worthy in some experiments; with food or medications and a human body 
there are too many other factors to draw any conclusions.

Distillation involves boiling a substance, collecting its vapors, cooling the vapors, and letting it return 
back to its liquid state.  Distillation can be useful as it is cleansing, and it kills bacteria.  For example if 
you distilled salt water, the salt would be left behind and the vapors collected and cooled back into 
water would be clean, pure drinking water — albeit void of all minerals and nutrients as well.
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Distillation of alcohol begins from a fermented product which catches the alcohol in its vapors leaving 
behind a variety of substances from the fermentation process such as yeast, unfermented sugar, 
plant parts that were fermented, and water.  This concentrates the alcohol giving the remaining 
beverage a higher alcohol content.  Since distillation kills bacteria due to boiling the water, it will also 
kill the pro-biotic bacteria of the original fermented material, rendering distilled drinks more disrupting 
to our bodies.

Wine and beer are fermented, other alcohols involve distillation . . . so wine and beer are better 
choices.  This is not only due to the lower alcohol content, but the fact that they are fermented . . . the 
shame is most of the benefit of the fermentation is ruined by the addition of sulfites to kill bacteria in 
most wines in the US (and they put formaldehyde in beer for this same reason) . . . and since we 
totally screwed up the germ theory we ruin what could be the most beneficial ingredient of wine and 
beer —  probiotics.  

Probiotics do help us digest (among may other important bodily functions), therefore natural wines 
that are truly fermented (and made without sulfites) would be more likely to help with digestion and 
not lead to excess fat storage.  On the other hand distilled alcohols may have had all the good 
probiotics killed in it . . . meaning that distilled alcohols could kill the good and bad bacteria in our 
bodies interfering with our immune and digestive systems much like antibiotics.

With that said, what I’ve read (but maybe do not believe) might be the most problematic for some with 
drinking alcohol is if you take it with food.  From what I read, if you eat food while drinking alcohol it 
seems your body will burn off the alcohol while storing your food as fat; much like your body does 
with fruit sugars.  Now there may be other factors that come into play here, for example how well you 
digest and if the alcohol is truly fermented.  I can see distilled alcohol possibly being problematic in 
this case.  

Taste is a good indicator if something is good or bad (if our taste is not ruined by chemicals — many 
processed foods use chemicals to make your brain think a flavor is there when it is not — this type of 
taste does not count here) . . . Red wine goes so nice with food . . . 
By Bobbi Misiti

Here is a link to a really good article on wine: http://www.marksdailyapple.com/the-definitive-guide-to-
wine/?utm_campaign=Sisson+%28DGJVaJ
%29&utm_medium=email&_ke=Ym9iYmlAYmVmaXR5b2dhLmNvbQ%3D%3D&utm_source=Lead
+Nurture+2.0 

“Lord, give me green tea to change the things I can, and red wine to help 

me accept the things I can not change.”
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